Overall measurements: 4.75" tall by 1.50" wide.
I used a combination of size 10 and size 20 threads with a US size 10 crochet hook.
Couching the single crocheted cord for the outlines, I used the wheat stitch in the
petals and Russian filling stitch in the leaf. The charm tail is RPL cord to attach the
charm. Vibrant colors made these really pretty and easily found.

Romanian Point Lace 2015 Arachne Bookmark Exchange
Lin Hudren, Overton, NV USA
Attended a Portland, OR lace group meeting with Annelore Stone of Washington and
the guest speaker was Sylvia Murariu. I was hooked and bought most of her current
patterns, books and kits. Have developed my own designs since 2013 and greatly enjoy
this hand held easy craft I can carry anywhere. It is easy to stop and pick up and you
can design anything that suits your fancy. I share this with the Arachne group as well.

Overall measurements: 4.75" tall by 1.75" wide.
I used a combination of size 10 and size 20 threads with a US size 10 crochet hook.
Couching the single crocheted cord for the outlines, I used the wheat stitch in the
petals and Russian filling stitch in the leaf. The charm tail is RPL cord to attach the
charm.

2015 Romanian Point Lace Angels 2
Lin Hudren, Overton, NV USA
Attended a Portland, OR lace group meeting with Annelore Stone of Washington and
the guest speaker was Sylvia Murariu. I was hooked and bought most of her current
patterns, books and kits. Have developed my own designs since 2013 and greatly enjoy
this hand held easy craft I can carry anywhere. It is easy to stop and pick up and you
can design anything that suits your fancy. I share this with the Arachne group as well.

Overall size measurements: 4.25" tall by 2.50" wide. You can size the pattern to suit.
Used Size 20 Lizbeth threads with a US size 10 steel crochet hook. Filled the robe
with netting stitch, the wings with Russian stitch and the hair with a wheat stitch. I
added a coordinating color of metallic threads for a sparkling/glistening effect. The
robe has an outline of regular cord as does the wings and head/face.

Overall size measurements: 4.25" tall by 3.25" wide. You can size the pattern to suit.
Used Size 20 Lizbeth thread with a US size 12 steel crochet hook. Filled the robe with
a weaving stitch, the sleeve with netting stitch, the wings with Russian stitch and the
hair with a netting stitch. I added a coordinating color of metallic threads for a
sparkling/glistening effect. The robe has an outline of regular single cord and I used
that throughout for outlining the areas.

2015 Romanian Point Lace Angels - IOLI
Lin Hudren, Overton, NV USA
Attended a Portland, OR lace group meeting with Annelore Stone of Washington and
the guest speaker was Sylvia Murariu. I was hooked and bought most of her current
patterns and kits. Have developed my own designs since 2013 and greatly enjoy this
hand held easy craft I can carry anywhere. It is easy to stop and pick up and you can
design anything that suits your fancy. I share this with the Arachne group as well.

Overall size measurements: 4.25" tall by 2.50" wide. You can size the pattern to suit.
Used Size 20 Lizbeth threads with a US size 12 steel crochet hook which gives it a more
delicate appearance. Filled the robe with netting stitch, the wings with Russian stitch and the
hair with a wheat stitch. I added a coordinating color of metallic threads for a
sparkling/glistening effect. The robe has an outline of double cord and I started the sleeve
with a triple and worked it up to the shoulder in a double.

Overall size measurements: 3.75" tall by 2.0" wide. You can size the pattern to suit.
Used three Size 10 cotton threads with a US size 10 steel crochet hook. The robe has the Russian
stitch with a vertical crocheted running stitch to make it more stable. All is done in the regular single
Romanian Point Lace cord. Bridges aide in keeping the loose tips from getting bent out of shape.
In 2014 I did lacemakers for the Arachne card exchange and these are two variations I made for then
and 2015. You are only limited by your imagination and in lacing, we have complete creative license.

4.25" tall by 4.50" with cloud and pillow added.

